San Andreas Republic
The Complete Set of Rules
A more condensed set of rules can be found in #
 information, and on the loading screen.

1. Do not advertise any FiveM servers.
This includes posting server invites/IPs, mentioning the server with the intention of getting
people to join, and directly messaging invites to server members.
Similarly, do not attempt to advertise this server in other FiveM servers.
2. Spamming and doxxing are prohibited.
Any personal information which someone does not wish to be shared, should not be
shared.
Any spam, including excessive messages, or excessive pings, will not be allowed.
3. Sexism, racism, homophobia, transphobia, and/or any other forms of hate
speech, are prohibited.
We want everyone to feel welcome here, and as such any sort of discrimination is not
allowed. This includes behaving in such a way “in-character”.
4. Treat everyone in the server with respect.
Common courtesy is to be expected from everyone in the server, towards everyone in the
server. Bullying, harassment, and general anti-social behaviour is not permitted.
5. Participation in asset leaking is prohibited.
We do not tolerate any leaking of GTA V assets. If you are using content which you haven't
paid for, or distributing content which you are not allowed to, you will be banned.
6. Sharing NSFW content is strictly prohibited.
This includes images, links, and graphic language.
7. Keep political discussions civil and respectful.
We do not prohibit political discussions, but such discussions should not get out of hand.

8. A microphone is required to play on the FiveM server.
We do not allow pure text-based roleplay, with the exception of limited scenarios, where
talking would be considered unrealistic. An example of this exception would be roleplaying
as an animal.
9. We do not tolerate Deathmatching, Powergaming, Metagaming, No Intent To
Roleplay, or Low Quality Roleplay.
a. Deathmatching - This is a coverall term for RDM, VDM, etc. It covers circumstances where
you go into a roleplay scenario specifically with the intent of killing people who are not
expecting to be killed, or using excessive force than what your character would use.
b. Powergaming - Roleplaying with the goal of “winning”, to the exclusion of roleplay itself.
This includes creating an extremely powerful character - for instance, using a supercar as a
getaway vehicle or attacking a police station with a tank. This also involves bending the
world to your will - for instance, falsifying CCTV footage by saying that something didn’t
happen on CCTV, when it did.
c. Metagaming - Use of information that your character would not be aware of. This
includes law enforcement officers reading Bleets sent by criminals that they wouldn’t see,
spectating people to see where they are, using the “Draw Route to Player” to find someone
you wouldn’t be able to find otherwise, and so on.
d. No Intent to Roleplay - Treating the server like an open world sandbox, instead of a
roleplaying server. This includes not roleplaying injuries/crashes, using godmode, pulling
large firearms out of nowhere, or spawning vehicles/changing appearance in view of other
players.
e. Low Quality Roleplay - Roleplay that is not fun for a good portion of the people included.
This includes purposefully forcing/baiting law enforcement or civilians into interacting with
you in an unnatural manner, creating a scenario wherein one group cannot win, or doing
roleplay with the main goal of being irritating/annoying. This also includes terrorism
roleplay.
10. Sexual roleplay scenarios are strictly prohibited.
Sexual roleplay scenarios are prohibited because we have people under the age of 18 in
this server, as such we cannot allow these scenarios. This includes the use of peds which
fully expose breasts or genitalia.
11. Abuse of client or server side scripts is strictly prohibited.
This involves the use of client or server side scripts to negatively impact/interfere with a
roleplay scenario. This can range from griefing (spawning a large number of vehicles/props)

to speed boosting/torque boosting. Abuse of scripts can generally fall under powergaming
or fail roleplay.
12. Roleplaying as a first responder, government employee, or private security, is
limited to server members.
This includes roleplaying as:
●

Law Enforcement*

●

Firefighter*

●

Private Security

●

Paramedic

●

Public Works

●

Military

●

Coroner

●

Parking Enforcement

●

Government Official

●

Public Transit Personnel

●

GoLoco Personnel

Departments marked with an * require you to submit a separate application.
13. Do not break character when using voice chat.
Many people will roleplay to immerse themselves in a different world. To maintain that
immersion, do not talk out-of-character using voice chat.
14. Ensure that you keep your roleplay realistic.
All vehicles, peds, and backstories should have some logical sense behind them. This
means you should use vehicles that are appropriate to the AOP - nobody would drive a
sports car in Sandy Shores, or a supercar in Grapeseed. In general, keep stuff grounded in
reality - nothing breaks immersion more than anatopism.

15. Avoid roleplay that may be considered in poor taste, such as those inspired by
recent events.
Roleplay that you should avoid includes:
●

COVID-19/pandemic roleplay

●

Any sort of roleplay inspired by recent political events

16. Report violations of rules directly to staff members by reporting. Do not call
out violations of rules directly to the person who is breaking said rules.
Utilise official channels when someone has violated a rule. This ensures that staff can deal
with it in an accurate and orderly fashion.

Right to Refuse Roleplay:
When outside of the Area of Play, players are allowed to refuse roleplay. This includes
creating a roleplay scenario outside of Area of Play, and requesting that players attend.
Exceptions to Rules:
b. Enforcement of rules can be waived at any time as per the discretion of the highest
ranking member of staff on the server. During this time, no punishments will occur for
violation of server rules.
Additional Rules:
a. Certain Discord channels may have their own set of rules that apply to those channels.
Check the channel description of a channel before posting in there.
b. Temporary rules can be put into effect in-game at any time, through the yellow text next
to the minimap. Anything written in the yellow text next to the minimap should be treated
as a server rule.
Reporting
If you suspect a server member of violating the server rules, head to
https://report.sarrp.net, and fill out an official report.
If you suspect someone in-game of violating the server rules, use the /
 report [id]
[reason] command.

